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I.  Introduction 

 This is my third (and presumably final – “oh, thank god!” people are saying) 

article about the ancestry of my great-grandmother, Jessie Leighton Webster.  The first 

article, “Jessie Leighton (Webster) Haddleton:  My Brick Wall”, and the second article 

“Finding Jessie’s Birth Mother”, are available at my website, shown above, as is this 

one.  The first article laid out some of the challenges this research project presented, 

creating a seemingly hopeless situation.  The second article laid out my discovery of 

Jessie’s maternal ancestry.  Here I report my discovery of most of Jessie’s discoverable 

paternal ancestry. 

 Recently I have been completely and happily absorbed with the project of 

discovering Jessie’s ancestry.  It has been a fascinating adventure through time.  Until a 

couple of years ago, and after some failed attempts at finding any answers, I had 

assumed that I would never know anything Jessie’s family background. Then I was 

contacted by a man who lives in England – let’s call him Peter, and he’s about my age -- 

who had a very interesting story.  He had just learned, based upon submitting his DNA 

to 23andMe, that his father was an American who had had an affair with his mother 

while stationed with the US military in England in the early 1960s.  His mother, who 

died several years ago, had raised Peter on her own and had never told Peter anything 

about his biological father.  Other members of his mother’s family had known the truth 

but had also never told him.  Only after he brought his DNA results (showing 

connections to American uncles, aunts, and cousins) to their attention did they confess 

to knowing the story. 

 Fortunately, the closest of Peter’s newly discovered relatives in the U.S., 

including an uncle who is deeply interested in family history, were very happy to learn 

about their connection with Peter.  Peter contacted me because I was one of the DNA 

connections revealed to him by 23andme.  He assumed that we were connected through 

the Websters based on what I had posted about my limited Webster information.  I have 

kept in touch with Peter since he contacted me, but only now do I know what our actual 

relationship is. 

 After hearing from Peter, I looked into other DNA connections suggested by 

23andMe and by Ancestry.com.  It turned out that there were several people who, 
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according to the DNA comparisons, should be 4th to 6th cousins, and who all shared in 

their family trees a descent from a Webster family in Maine. In particular, they were all 

descended from Albert Davis Webster (1858-1925) and his wife, Esther L. Barnes 

(1859-1946).  Albert and Esther are clearly not my ancestors, so I knew that our 

common ancestors had to be from an earlier generation, and I also knew that they didn’t 

have to have the name Webster.  (Interestingly, one of these DNA cousins is a lawyer 

named David Webster, whom I met many years ago in Massachusetts when he was 

teaching a course on title examination, and whom I subsequently engaged on a couple of 

occasions to handle title work for clients.  It’s a small world after all!) 

 And then I gave up on this research again.  It seemed that there were just too 

many possible places for the common ancestors to be.  I saw no evidence connecting 

Jessie or her father to any Websters in Maine or to Maine at all.   

 The picture shifted when I discovered who Jessie’s maternal ancestors were, but 

things didn’t get easier, at least not initially.  Now I had to seriously consider that the 

common ancestors could be on Jessie’s mother’s side – the Barnes family -- and not on 

Jessie’s father side -- the Websters.  And I still had no way to tie Jessie’s Websters to 

this Maine family of Websters.  In fact, Jessie’s father and her two Webster uncles all 

apparently reported to census takers at various times that Jessie’s grandparents, Thomas 

and Susan Webster, were born in England (although in one case Benjamin said New 

York).  Apparently they weren’t thinking about descendants coming along and trying to 

piece together the family tree, and so it didn’t matter what they told the census takers. 

II.  Summary of Conclusions 

 As presented in the following chart, Jessie’s grandfather, Thomas E. Webster, 

was the son of Benjamin Webster (1779-1862) of Freeport, Maine.  Benjamin has 

several notable ancestors, including Mayflower passenger Richard Warren and Kenelm 

Winslow, brother of Mayflower passenger Edward Winslow.  I am all but certain that 

the mother of Thomas E. Webster was Benjamin’s first wife, Lydia Soule, a descendant 

of Mary Bradbury, who was convicted of witchcraft in 1692, and also a descendant of 

Mayflower passengers George Soule, John Alden and Priscilla Mullins.  The Leighton 

lineage I propose for Thomas’s wife, Susan, is nothing more than an educated guess, 

and I still have no ideas about the identity of Susan’s mother.  Lastly, just for the fun of 

it, I am attaching material prepared by professional genealogists on the descent of 

Captain Thomas Bradbury, Mary Bradbury’s husband, from Charlemagne.   
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III.  A Second Uncle for Jessie 

 After completing my previous article on Jessie’s ancestry, I discovered, almost by 

accident, that in addition to her uncle, John E. Webster (mentioned in the previous 

article), Jessie had another uncle on her father’s side, Benjamin E. Webster (1849-

1911).  It’s clear to me that Richard E. Webster, John E. Webster, and Benjamin E. 

Webster were all brothers.  It is indicated on their marriage records that each of them 

was born in New York City and each of them had, as parents, Thomas Webster and 

Susan Webster.  They were all born around the same time (1830s and 1840s), and they 

were all living in Boston at the times of their marriages.  Here are the marriage records 

for John, Richard, and Benjamin, from 1855, 1869, and 1874, respectively.  There is a 

written version of the typed 1855 record which has the same information in it.  And 

remember from the first article that “Robert Webster” in the second record is really 

“Richard Webster”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Benjamin’s marriage record adds the hopeful fact that Thomas’s middle initial is 

“E”, just like the middle initial of each of the three brothers.  This additional tidbit could 

be useful in future research, but so far it’s done nothing to help mei.  However, the 

existence of the three brothers, named as they are, turned out to be very significant.  

Read on. 
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 Also, as an aside, note that Benjamin Webster was a gilder, just like his brother, 

John.  And from the 1880 census one learns that Benjamin was a gilder of picture 

frames.  It would be a reasonable to guess that John was also a gilder of picture frames.  

It might also be the case that their father, Thomas, was in that business in New York 

City and introduced them both to it, but these are only guesses.  In any case, whenever I 

see gilded antique picture frames I will think of Benjamin Webster. 

 The lives of these Webster brothers were far from easy.  All three of them 

suffered the loss of young children.  John lost three of his four very young children in 

1864.  Richard lost his young son, Frederick, in 1871.  And Benjamin lost his only son, 

Irven, when Irven was only 21 and had just gotten married.  It appears that of the three 

brothers, only Richard left any children who survived him, and that only Richard has 

any living descendants.  (John’s son, Irving, seems to have disappeared, and I can’t find 

him.) 

IV.  The Barnes Rabbit Hole 

 As outlined above, the discovery that Jessie’s mother was from a family named 

“Barnes” did not help me resolve her paternal ancestry, and it actually delayed my 

arrival at the solution to the Webster mystery.  Peter, from England, and the several 

“DNA cousins” whom I found through Ancestry.com, 23andMe.com, and 

MyHeritage.com all descended from a Maine couple, Albert Davis Webster (1858-

1925) and Esther L. Barnes (1859-1946).  Having found that Jessie’s mother was a 

Barnes, this meant that our common ancestor could have been, among other 

possibilities, a Webster or a Barnes.  (There is another Webster “DNA cousin” I did not 

know about until the other day and whose existence makes all the difference, as 

discussed ahead.) 

 I had a feeling that the Webster name was a red herring and that the real 

connection would be found in the Barnes family, so I spent some time comparing the 

Barnes information in the trees of my DNA cousins with the Barnes information in my 

family tree.  There were no common names, and our Barnes family and their Barnes 

family were living in different places, at least in the 1800s, but I studied the sources, 

looking for a mistake somewhere.  Eventually I concluded that my feeling about the 

Barnes family holding the connection was just wrong.  Of course it’s entirely possible 

that there is a connection a few generations earlier, but that would not account for the 

degree of relationship indicated by the DNA overlaps with my DNA cousins. 

 I should add, at this point, that I knew all along that the connection between me 

and my DNA cousins was somewhere in Jessie’s ancestry, as opposed to somewhere 
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else in my family tree.  First, there were no recent enough places (unidentified ancestors 

or correctly named ancestors) for this connection to happen on my mother’s side of my 

family tree.  Second, the only cousins I could identify who were also connected to this 

set of DNA cousins were on my father’s side.  One of these cousins is Conrad Lightfoot, 

who, I am assuming, is one of Liz (Haddleton) Lightfoot’s grandchildren.  Third, 

Jessie’s ancestry was the only place on my father’s side where any Websters could fit in 

with a close relationship to me (and without being back in England). 

V.  What’s in a name? 

 After finally ruling out the Barnes family as holding the connection to my 

Webster DNA cousins, I went back to the family tree of these cousins and considered 

where Thomas Webster could possibly fit in.  At this point, having discovered the 

existence of Jessie’s second uncle, the answer jumped out at me.  Reproduced below is a 

piece of the tree that results when Benjamin Webster (1779-1862) is plugged into my 

tree as the father of Jessie’s grandfather, Thomas E. Webster.  Information supporting 

an elegant resolution of the mystery is hiding in plain sight. 

 

 Thomas’s grandfather is John, so he names his first son John.  Thomas’s father is 

Benjamin, so he names his third son Benjamin.  Is that irrefutable proof of the 

connection?  Of course not, but it’s pretty significant. When there is little other 

historical evidence to turn to, genealogists look for this pattern of honoring ancestors by 

sharing their ancestors’ given names with their children.  This was significant enough to 

convince me to actually put Benjamin Webster into my tree (as you see it above), and 

that’s when the DNA evidence came riding in.  (I’m not as smart as some people seem 

to think I am – I should have just inserted Benjamin into my tree at the beginning, but 

that would have been way too easy.) 
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 Before I present the DNA evidence firmly connecting Thomas E. Webster to his 

father, Benjamin Webster, I’ll mention here that having seen how Thomas and Susan 

named two of their sons to memorialize ancestors, my guess is that Susan’s father, who 

really should be a Leighton (given all of the use of that name in our family, including 

Jessie’s middle name, and given that I have some Leighton DNA cousins), is Richard 

Leighton.  My guess is that Susan wanted one of her children to carry her father’s name, 

which I’m guessing is Richard.  I have added into my tree a Richard Leighton who was 

born in New Hampshire in 1787 to Jedediah Leighton and Rebecca Swain.  My thought 

is that eventually I might get lucky and learn from Ancestry.com there are DNA 

matches who have this guy in their family tree. 

This Richard Leighton is not identified as having a son named Thomas, but there 

is one piece of evidence seems to support this Richard Leighton guess, at least to a small 

extent.  The Richard Leighton I have chosen to fill this spot married Lovey Waldron (an 

unusual name – it reminds me of Lovey Howell of Gilligan’s Island) in 1817.  Lovey 

Waldron could not have been Susan’s mother, because if Susan was born in 1817 or 

1818, she would not have been old enough (applying social conventions, not biology) to 

have had her first son, John, in 1833.  My suggestion is that Richard’s marriage to 

Lovey was his second marriage, not his first.  What is potentially significant here is that 

the marriage record for Richard and Lovey indicates that Richard was then living in 

Chelsea, Massachusetts.  (After the marriage, Richard and Lovey made their home in 

Maine.)  I find this potentially significant because Chelsea is next door to East Boston, 

where, as seen in my prior article, the Webster brothers lived after spending some part 

of their early years in New York City.  Chelsea is also where Jessie’s half-sister, 

Florence, and Jessie’s adoptive mother, Isabel, ended up living after having made their 

home in East Boston.   

Richard’s presence in Chelsea prior to marrying Lovey Waldron suggests the 

possibility that he established connections there, connections having some meaning or 

value to his daughter, Susan, and then also to Susan’s three sons.  It’s even possible that 

Susan was born in Chelsea and spent several years of her childhood there, and it’s also 

possible that in the 1850s Susan returned to Chelsea (or to East Boston) along with her 

sons. 
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VI.  DNA Evidence Supporting the Webster Connection 

 

 

 After I plugged Benjamin Webster from the trees of my “DNA Cousins” on 

Ancestry.com who share the Maine Webster ancestry in their family trees (as reported 

by them), the DNA connection report, above, was generated by Ancestry.com.  (Peter, 

from England, who is also a DNA cousin, is not on Ancestry.com and therefore does not 

appear here, but he is a Half 5th cousin.) 

 A critical observer might point out that if I had copied into my tree an ancestor 

profile from the same generation of these DNA Cousins’ trees but from their Barnes 

family instead of their Webster family, this same report would have shown up showing 

these same relationships, except the name of the Barnes ancestor would be at the top 

with all the Barnes descendants – who are actually not related – below him or her).  

That is true.  The computers at Ancestry.com can only process the data they are 

provided, and nobody is providing the DNA of the deceased ancestors from the 1800s.  

However, as shown below, another DNA cousin of which I hadn’t previously been 
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aware also shows up, this time a descendant of Albert Davis Webster’s brother, William 

H. Webster, rather than a descendant of Albert Davis Webster.   

 

  

The appearance of this additional DNA cousin here shows, I think irrefutably, 

that the DNA connection between my “Webster DNA cousins” and Jessie Webster (and 

her descendants) really is through Benjamin Webster and not some other common 

ancestor whom I haven’t been able to identify (such as a Barnes ancestor whose 

information might currently be incorrect in my tree or the trees of these DNA cousins – 

Unlike his brother, Hosea, William H. Webster did not marry a Barnes).   
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VII.  Which mother for Thomas E. Webster – The Lydia Soule Question 

 Benjamin Webster, Thomas’s father, married Lydia Soule, on June 11, 1803, in 

Freeport, Maine.  Others report that Benjamin and Lydia had three children other than 

Thomas:  John (born March 12, 1805), Julia (born August 9, 1807), and Hannah (born 

September 26, 1809).  (Nobody else reports the birth of Thomas, which doesn’t surprise 

me or seem significant, given how few people are researching this family and given the 

lack of vital records from this place and time.)  The births of these children leave plenty 

of possible time slots for Thomas to have been born to Benjamin and Lydia, including 

1804, 1806, 1808, and 1810 or early 1811.  Lydia Soule died on April 26, 1811.  (In my 

tree I have indicated a birth year for Thomas of 1806, but that’s just a guess, a 

placeholder.)  Benjamin married his second wife, Mary Waite, later in 1811, and their 

first child, Rachel Webster, was born on August 1, 1812.   

 All of this information begs the question:  Which of Benjamin’s wives was 

Thomas’s mother, Lydia or Mary?   

Based on the information now available to me, the best I can do for an answer to 

this question is to take the birth of Thomas’s eldest son, John E. Webster, and work 

backwards from that to see which mother fits best for Thomas, given the timing.  My 

conclusion is that Thomas was almost certainly the son of Lydia, and not the son of 

Mary, as explained below. 

I don’t have a birth record for John E. Webster, so I took into consideration all of 

the records on which John’s age is reported by or for John:  the 1865 Massachusetts 

Census (John is said to be 31 on 5/1/1865), the 1880 Federal Census (John is said to be 

47 on 6/18/80), and John’s last will (John says he is 54 on 2/28/88).   

For each record I considered that John was somewhere between the first day and 

the last day of being the age indicated – in other words, John’s birthday suggested by 

each document has to be (if the record is correct) either the day of the record (so it his 

first day of being that age) or one of the prior 364 days (putting John, on the day of the 

record, closer to the last day of being that age).  To put it another way, John can’t reach 

the first day of the indicated age on any day after the day the record was made – he’s 

already that age and has been that age for up to a year.   

By deriving the limits for John’s date of birth from each of these three documents, 

I found that there is only a small window of time for John’s date of birth that would 

make the records consistent with each other:  John had to have been born between May 

2, 1833 and June 18, 1833.  (For the purpose of this analysis, I am ignoring John’s 

marriage record.  That record reports that John was 23 on January 1, 1855.  If that were 
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true, then John’s date of birth would be January 1, 1832 at the very latest – i.e., a birth 

date after January 1, 1832 would mean that John wasn’t yet 23 on January 1, 1855.  

Such an early date of birth is only possible if all of the other records are incorrect.  But 

if the age reported in the marriage record is correct and the other suggested dates are 

incorrect, making Thomas even younger at the earlier time of John’s birth, my 

conclusion is supported only more strongly.  Is your head spinning yet?) 

Assuming that Thomas was not a twin to Rachel Webster, the first child of 

Benjamin Webster and his second wife, Mary (I think this is a fair assumption because 

the odds of a natural twinning are less than 1 in 100), then the earliest date on which 

Thomas could have been born to Mary would be about August 1, 1813, a year after 

Rachel’s birth.  Therefore, if Thomas was Mary’s son, then the oldest he could have 

been when his own son, John, was born would be just under 20 years of age.  But then 

subtract 9 months to get back to the date of John’s conception (which, one hopes and 

imagines, did not occur before his marriage to Susan), and Thomas could really have 

been no older than 19 at the time of his marriage (and the time John was conceived, if 

that even happened without any delay).   

Two considerations make it very unlikely, in my opinion, that Thomas was only 

19 (at the oldest) when he married Susan.  First, I see nobody earlier or later in the 

Webster family who married that young, so such an early marriage would be very 

unusual and probably discouraged.  Second, it is reported that John was born in New 

York City.   Thomas, who appears to have been born and raised in Freeport, Maine, 

would probably have needed a significant amount of time prior to John’s birth to 

develop some new set of skills (i.e., for work that happens in a city, not in a rural part of 

Maine) to support his family there, and he (and Susan) would have needed time to 

actually move from Maine to New York City and figure out where to work and where to 

live.  How long would it have taken him to do this?  Would he have set out to 

accomplish these things prior to reaching the age of 19?  I doubt it very much. 

I conclude based on all of these considerations that Thomas was almost certainly 

born to Lydia, not to Mary.  However, it is not impossible that Mary was Thomas’s 

mother.  No professional genealogist would say that I have proved my case beyond a 

doubt.  Perhaps one day I will see additional evidence that leads to a conclusion having 

greater certainty.   

In the rest of this article I will introduce some of Jessie’s ancestors, some of 

whom are only Jessie’s ancestors if Lydia (Soule) Webster was the grandmother of 

Jessie’s grandfather, Thomas.  That little bit of uncertainty should not be forgotten. 
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VIII.  Witch Ancestor – Mary Bradbury 
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 The chart above shows the descent of Lydia Soule, Jessie’s great-grandmother, 

from Mary (Perkins) Bradbury.  The information following is from Wikipedia. 
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IX.  Richard Warren, Mayflower Passenger 

 

 On the next three pages: 

 (1) A chart showing the descent from Richard Warren to Benjamin Webster.  

(This descent is not contingent upon Lydia Soule being Thomas Webster’s mother.) 

 (2) A page from the Mayflower “Silver Book” for Richard Warren confirming the 

first five generations of descent (to Patience Winslow, Benjamin Webster’s mother). 

 (3) The Wikipedia article on Richard Warren. 
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X.  Kenelm Winslow, Early Settler of Marshfield and brother of Edward Winslow 
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XI.  George Soule, Mayflower Passenger 

 

On the next three pages: 

 (1) A chart showing the descent from George Soule to Lydia Soule. 

 (2) A page from the a Southworth Genealogy confirming some of the Soule 

generations – to Samuel Soule, Lydia Soule’s father.   (The Mayflower Society’s 

compiled research on the Soule family is not readily available on the internet.) 

 (3) Part of the Wikipedia article on George Soule. 
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XII.  John Alden and Priscilla Mullins, Mayflower Passengers 

 

On the next three pages: 

 (1) A chart showing the descent from George Soule to Lydia Soule. 

 (2) A page from Mayflower’s “Silver Book” confirming some of the generations 

(to Samuel Soule, Lydia Soule’s mother).   

 (3) Part of the Wikipedia article on John Alden and Priscilla Mullins. 
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XIII.  Descent from Charlemagne 

 

 There are a few dozen early immigrants to colonial America who have been 

identified by professional genealogists as having verifiable descents from Charlemagne 

and other notable figures of the distant past.  Captain Anthony Bradbury, Mary 

Bradbury’s husband, is one of them.  On the next pages are images from one publication 

detailing Bradbury’s descent from Charlemagne. (I believe that just about everyone with 

any European ancestry is descended from Charlemagne, but few know how.) 
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i There is a Thomas E. Webster living in Wilton, Maine in the 1850 census.  I don’t believe that this is our Thomas E. 

Webster.  For this to be our Thomas, Susan would have had to have died right around the time of Benjamin’s birth in 

1849, and Thomas would have had to have remarried almost immediately.  And Thomas would have had to have given up 

whatever he was doing in New York City to become a farmer back in Maine.  I don’t see it. 

                                                           


